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The limited-view problem is studied for thermoacoustic tomography, which is also referred to as
photoacoustic or optoacoustic tomography depending on the type of radiation for the induction of
acoustic waves. We define a ‘‘detection region,’’ within which all points have sufficient detection
views. It is explained analytically and shown numerically that the boundaries of any objects inside
this region can be recovered stably. Otherwise some sharp details become blurred. One can identify
in advance the parts of the boundaries that will be affected if the detection view is insufficient. If
the detector scans along a circle in a two-dimensional case, acquiring a sufficient view might
require covering more than a -, or less than a -arc of the trajectory depending on the position of
the object. Similar results hold in a three-dimensional case. In order to support our theoretical
conclusions, three types of reconstruction methods are utilized: a filtered backprojection 共FBP兲
approximate inversion, which is shown to work well for limited-view data, a local-tomography-type
reconstruction that emphasizes sharp details 共e.g., the boundaries of inclusions兲, and an iterative
algebraic truncated conjugate gradient algorithm used in conjunction with FBP. Computations are
conducted for both numerically simulated and experimental data. The reconstructions confirm our
theoretical predictions. © 2004 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A correlation between the electromagnetic absorption of a
biological tissue and its physiological and pathological features is reported.1– 4 To employ this contrast mechanism,
thermoacoustic tomography 共TAT兲, in which the thermoacoustic signals from a tissue sample are collected to map the
distribution of the radiation absorption within the sample,
has been developed to image biological tissue.5–9 TAT, which
is also referred to as photoacoustic or optoacoustic tomography 共depending on the type of radiation used兲, combines
good imaging resolution with good imaging contrast.
As it will be shown below, TAT signals can be represented
in terms of a known circular radon transform. There exist
explicit reconstruction formulas for this transform when data
are collected along a line or a full circle in a two-dimensional
共2-D兲 case and along a plane, sphere, or a cylinder in a threedimensional 共3-D兲 case.10–15 In all these cases it is assumed
that the imaged objects are located either on one side of the
scanning line 共plane兲, or inside the scanning circle 共sphere,
cylinder兲, without which assumption reconstruction is not always possible. The available inversion formulas employ either special-function expansions, or backprojection in the
case of the linear or planar data-acquisition geometry.
Exact reconstruction algorithms for TAT based on seriesexpansion techniques are implemented in planar, spherical,
and cylindrical configurations.5–7,16 Following the line of
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Nortan,17 an approximate modified backprojection algorithm
has been developed from an exact 3-D model.6 Other backprojection algorithms are also proposed.8,18 In these algorithms for TAT, it is assumed that the thermoacoustic signals
are detected in a full 共panoramic兲 view. In other words, the
detector moves along a whole circle in the 2-D case or
sphere in the 3-D case. This means in particular that each
point of the scanned object is visible from the detector’s
trajectory for 2 radians in the 2-D case or 4 steradians in
the 3-D case. However, in many applications of TAT, the
signals cannot be collected from all directions. For example,
the solid angle of detection is at most 2 steradians for a
breast. So, one faces here an incomplete data problem. Although one can show that theoretically an arbitrarily small
scanning arc 共i.e., the arc of a circle over which the detectors
move兲 suffices for the uniqueness of recovery,22 in practical
implementations the limited-view problems usually lead to
losing some parts of the high-frequency information and
hence blurring of some sharp details.
In this paper, we present our results on the limited-view
TAT. Although limited-view problems have been studied extensively in x-ray tomography,19 diffraction tomography,20
and reflectivity tomography,21 to the best of our knowledge,
no results on the limited-view TAT have been published. In
the methods section, a formula for the forward problem is
presented. In particular, it is shown that the TAT signals can
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be represented in terms of a known circular radon transform.
This enables us to employ the known results that justify the
theoretical possibility of reconstruction.22 Then results by
Quinto and Louis developed for sonar are applied to determine the ‘‘stably visible’’ parts of the objects in TAT.23 In
particular, a piece of the boundary of an object 共i.e., interfaces between objects兲 can be stably reconstructed as soon as
at any point on the boundary at least one of its two normal
directions passes through a detector position. On an intuitive
level, this is because an arbitrary interface can be considered
as a combination of small flat interface segments, and each
segment transmits acoustic waves identically in the two opposite directions perpendicular to the interface segment. This
means that we need to collect signals at only one of the two
directions to obtain information about the boundary segment.
More complicated sharp details 共‘‘singularities’’兲 could be
considered as well, which would entail using the notion of a
wavefront of a function and other tools of microlocal analysis. However, among all possible singularities, tissue interfaces are of the most interest for TAT.
Exact reconstruction formulas for the limited-view TAT
are not yet known. We derive an approximate filtered backprojection 共FBP兲 algorithm that works well quantitatively. A
version of this method that emphasizes singularities 关a ‘‘local
tomography’’ 共LT兲 reconstruction兴 is also tested. The FBP
results are then iteratively improved using a truncated conjugated gradient 共TCG兲 method. Besides using numerical
phantoms for calculations, we also conducted experimental
measurements on physical phantoms and applied our reconstruction methods to the obtained data. The results of all
these reconstructions confirm our theoretical predictions.
These are addressed in the Sec. III.

A. Formulas for the forward problem

We begin by presenting the forward problem for an acoustically homogeneous model. In the case of thermal confinement, the spectrum of the acoustic wave pressure p̄(r,k) at a
detector position r is related to the spatial distribution of
electromagnetic absorption  (r⬘ ), 5
i v s ␤ I 0 k ¯ 共 k 兲
4C
⫻

p 1 共 r,t 兲 ⫽

v s␤ I 0 
4C t

冖

t⫽ 兩 r⫺r⬘ 兩 / v s

 共 r⬘ 兲
dr⬘ ,
兩 r⫺r⬘ 兩

共2兲

where p 1 (r,t) is the deconvolution of p(r,t) with respect to
the profile of the electromagnetic pulse and can be interpreted as the detected pressure when the electromagnetic
pulse is a delta 共impulse兲 function. The physical meaning of
this equation is that, in an acoustically homogeneous medium, the pressure p 1 at a spatial point r and time t is proportional to the time derivative of the integral of the absorbed electromagnetic energy over a spherical surface 共a
circle in the 2-D case兲 centered at r and with a radius of t v s :
兩 r⫺r⬘ 兩 ⫽t v s .

共3兲

2-D TAT is studied in our numerical simulations and experiments. It should be pointed out that 2-D TAT is valid for
experimental configurations where thermoacoustic sources
are approximately located within a thin slab or the ultrasonic
transducers are cylindrically focused to select thermoacoustic
sources from a thin slab.
B. Analysis of singularities in circular radon
transform and limited-view TAT

1. Circular radon transform
It can be seen from Eq. 共2兲 that p 1 (r,t) can be obtained
from  (r⬘ ) after applying three linear operations: circular
共spherical in 3-D兲 radon transform R, multiplication by 1/t,
and differentiation Dt with respect to t. The circular radon
transform defined as
R 共 r,t 兲 ⫽

冖

 共 r⬘ 兲 dr⬘

共4兲

t⫽ 兩 r⫺r⬘ 兩 / v s

II. METHODS

p̄ 共 r,k 兲 ⫽
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冖

共 r⬘ 兲

exp共 ⫺ik 兩 r⫺r⬘ 兩 / v s 兲
dr⬘ .
兩 r⫺r⬘ 兩

共1兲

Here k is the angular frequency with respect to t; v s is the
acoustic speed; C is the specific heat; ␤ is the coefficient of
volumetric thermal expansion; I 0 is a scaling factor proportional to the incident radiation intensity;  (r⬘ ) describes the
to-be-reconstructed electromagnetic absorption property of
the medium at r⬘ ; and p̄(r,k) and ¯ (k) are the temporal
Fourier transforms of the pressure p(r,t) and the shape of
the irradiating pulse  (t), respectively.
Defining p̄ 1 (r,k)⫽p̄(r,k)/ ¯ (k) and applying inverse
Fourier transform, one obtains
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 4, April 2004

is similar to the conventional linear radon transform, except
that the integration here is over a circle or a sphere rather
than a line or a plane. In this paper, the set ⌺ of centers r of
the circles 共spheres兲 of integration coincides with the set of
positions of the detector, and the set of radii 共that are proportional to time t) is unrestricted. We call these circles
共spheres兲 ‘‘projection curves’’ 共‘‘projection surfaces’’兲 and
the set ⌺ the ‘‘scanning curve’’ 共or ‘‘detector curve’’兲. We
assume that the source function 共r兲 is zero outside ⌺ and in
a neighborhood of ⌺. In other words, the scanned object is
strictly inside the scanning detector trajectory ⌺. In this case
it is known that data collected from an arbitrarily small arc of
the detector trajectory are theoretically sufficient for a complete reconstruction.22 This result, however, neither provides
reconstruction algorithms, nor guarantees that the reconstruction can be achieved in any practically stable manner. Indeed, it is well known that solving incomplete data problems
usually leads to operations like Fourier filtrations with fast
growing filters,15 which implies high sensitivity to errors in
data. This in turn requires cutting high frequencies and hence
blurring the images. Sacrifices in high frequencies naturally
lead to destroying sharp details 共interfaces between different
tissues兲 in the reconstruction. The question of what parts of
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FIG. 1. Wavefront WS(  ) of an image  consisting of pairs (r⬘ ,  ), where
point r⬘ belongs to L 共a jump interface in the image兲 and  is a nonzero
vector normal to L at r⬘ .

the singularities 共i.e., sharp details兲 of the image can be stably reconstructed depending on the scanning geometry is addressed for the planar radon transform,24 and for the circular
one in connection with sonar.23 Local tomography reconstructions also address similar issues.25–28

2. TAT
We would like to note that in Eq. 共2兲 the presence of a
temporal derivative in the TAT data 共which is equivalent to a
radial derivative after the circular radon transform兲 can only
emphasize singularities and hence should not lead to additional blurring in comparison with the circular radon transform itself 共this can be shown rigorously兲. In fact, as it will
be seen later in this paper, this derivative is a natural part of
the reconstruction procedure for the circular radon transform.
We will now apply to TAT the known results of integral
geometry concerning singularity reconstruction.23,24 The exact description would require the notions of microlocal
analysis, in particular the one of a wavefront set of a
function.23,24 However, in tomographic problems, in particular in TAT, one is mostly interested in only one type of singularity: the jump of the imaged value  across an interface
共a curve in 2-D or a surface in 3-D兲. Assuming that  is
smooth except for a jump across a curve L in the plane 共the
3-D situation is analogous with L being a surface兲, then the
wavefront WS(  ) of  consists of pairs (r⬘ ,  ) where point
r⬘ belongs to L and  is a nonzero vector normal to L at r⬘
as shown in Fig. 1.
Now Louis’ results can be summarized as follows:23 one
can identify that a pair (r⬘ ,  ) belongs to the wavefront set of
the image by looking at the singularities of the radon data if
and only if among the circles 共spheres兲 of integration 共‘‘projection curves’’兲 there exists at least one passing through the
point r⬘ and normal to  at this point. To put it differently, in
TAT one can see without blurring only those parts of the
interfaces that one can touch tangentially by circles 共spheres兲
centered at detector positions. This means that one needs to
have a detector located on the normal to L at r⬘ in either
direction.
What happens to other, ‘‘invisible’’ parts of the interfaces?
We provide here a nontechnical explanation. One would
need to recover these singularities from smooth parts of the
measured data. This in turn means the involvement of operations like filtrations in the frequency domains with filters
growing faster than any power. In order to avoid instabilities
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 4, April 2004
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FIG. 2. 共a兲 An illustration of the ‘‘detection regions’’ 共shaded areas兲 of circular radon transform, when the detector moves along a single arc 共solid兲 of
a circle. 共b兲 Two arcs. 共c兲 Three arcs.

then, this clearly requires cutting those frequencies off,
which causes blurring. The conclusion is that the ‘‘visible’’
parts of the interfaces should be possible to recover, while
the others should blur independently of the reconstruction
method used. A discussion of the related issues of stability of
reconstruction would be too lengthy; one can find the relevant considerations in the literature.29 In a nutshell, more
stable tomographic problems allow one to estimate the error
in the reconstruction 共in a Sobolev norm兲 by the error in the
data in a somewhat smoother norm. This, however, is impossible when the information about the wavefront is lost.
Let us make this geometry more explicit for our circular
共spherical兲 trajectory of detectors. We pose the following
question: Assume that only a part of the detector circle
共sphere兲 is used for collecting data; at what locations then, all
interfaces in the image will be completely recoverable? We
will call the set of all such ‘‘good’’ locations the ‘‘detection
region.’’ For images outside this region, one needs to apply
the tangent-circle test as described in the preceding two paragraphs to predict what parts of the boundaries will not be
stably recoverable.
Assuming first that the detector moves along a single arc
of the circle 关Fig. 2共a兲兴, then simple geometric consideration
shows that the ‘‘detection region’’ is just the convex hull of
this arc 共i.e., the circular cap based on the arc兲. Here the
‘‘detection region’’ is shaded, and the arc of the circle where
we do not position a detector is shown as a dotted line.
Analogously, one can find the ‘‘detection region’’ 共shaded兲
for two arcs 关Fig. 2共b兲兴. The situation changes, however, for
more complicated scanning trajectories. For instance, in the
case of three arcs, one can have more than just circular caps
in the ‘‘detection region’’ 关Fig. 2共c兲兴. Here an additional triangular part of the ‘‘detection region’’ appears in the center.
The situation can become even more complicated for spherical 3-D geometry. The general rule for finding the ‘‘detection
region’’ is as follows: draw all lines such that both of their
intersection points with the scanning circle 共sphere兲 do not
coincide with detector locations. These lines cover the ‘‘invisible’’ domain, so its complement forms the ‘‘detection region.’’ Note that in the ‘‘invisible’’ domain some boundaries
can still be recovered stably, while others blur away. Namely,
the parts of the boundaries the normal lines to which pass
through a detector position, and only those can be stably
recoverable. The above conclusions are illustrated in Fig. 3,
where the ‘‘invisible’’ parts of the object boundaries, i.e., the
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FIG. 3. 共a兲 ‘‘Visible’’ 共solid line兲 and ‘‘invisible’’ 共dashed兲 boundaries of a
square object, and the ‘‘detection regions’’ 共shaded areas兲 when the detector
moves along an arc 共solid兲. 共b兲 The same as 共a兲 for a disk phantom. 共c兲 The
same as 共a兲 except that the detector moves along the line segment AB and
the objects are a square and a disk. The ‘‘visible’’ boundaries are expected to
be recoverable stably, while the ‘‘invisible’’ boundaries should be blurred
away.

ones to be blurred during the reconstructions, are shown with
dotted lines. For instance, in Fig. 3共a兲 one has a cap ‘‘detection region’’ and a rectangular object that does not fit fully
into it. Then one expects the dotted parts of the rectangle’s
boundary to be affected by blurring artifacts during the reconstruction. Figure 3共b兲 shows the expected reconstruction
of a circular object located outside the ‘‘detection region.’’
Let us remark that similar considerations apply to an arbitrary scanning geometry. For instance, Fig. 3共c兲 shows the
parts 共solid兲 of the boundaries of a circular and a square
object that can be stably reconstructed from the detection on
a segment AB.
C. Reconstruction methods

As it has already been mentioned before, exact inversion
procedures are known for circular and spherical radon transforms in some special detection configurations.10–15 However, for the circular trajectories of detectors only specialfunction-expansion methods are known, while formulas of
the FBP type are available for the linear 共planar兲 trajectories.
Our approach is to use an approximate FBP formula, which
happens to work well under most circumstances and can be
improved in conjunction with post-processing by an iterative
method. Namely, for objects not too close to the detectors,
one can think of projection lines as close to straight lines,
and hence the circular radon transform as being close to the
standard radon transform. In this approach, the center r of
the projection circle and its radius  共which is proportional to
time兲 are analogs of the normal coordinates ( ˆ ,) of a line
r• ˆ ⫽ in the standard radon transform where ˆ is a unit
vector normal to the line. FBP inversion of the standard radon transform on the plane consists 共up to a constant factor兲
in applying the first derivative with respect to , then Hilbert
transform with respect to , and finally the backprojection
operator, which averages over lines passing through a given
point.15 We implement a similar procedure in the circular
radon transform. This amounts to a differentiation with respect to the radius, a Hilbert transform with respect to the
radius, and then a circular backprojection, i.e., averaging
over the circles passing through a given point. One should
also make sure that during the backprojection the tangent
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 4, April 2004
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FIG. 4. A diagram to show the uniform rotation of  in FBP in a circular
radon transform or TAT. The dashed arrow represents the normal to the
detection curve 共dotted arc兲 at r and the dashed line is the normal to a
projection arc centered at r and passing through a reconstructed point r.  t
is the detection view at r, i.e., the angle subtended by the detection curve as
viewed from r.

lines 共or the normal vectors兲 to the projection curves at the
given point, for example,  in Fig. 4, rather than the centers
of the projection curves 共which coincide with detector positions兲, rotate at a constant speed. Differentiation with respect
to the radius is already contained in the TAT data, as shown
in Eq. 共2兲, so this step can be simplified in 2-D reconstructions 共it is still required in a 3-D TAT兲. Based on this, we
arrive in the Appendix at an approximate FBP reconstruction
formula for the 2-D TAT,

 共 r兲 ⬇

C
␤ I 0 v s2

冖

ds

n• 共 r⫺r 兲
H„p 1 共 r , 兩 r ⫺r兩 / v s 兲
兩 r⫺r 兩 2

⫻ 兩 r⫺r 兩 ⫹ p 2 共 r , 兩 r ⫺r兩 / v s 兲 …,

共5兲

where H is a Hilbert transform; p 2 (r,t)⫽ v s 兰 t0 p 1 (r,t)dt; n is
the inward normal to the detection curve at r ; ds is the arc
length differential; and the integration is along a complete
detection curve 共i.e., the one that runs around the objects兲. In
the case of incomplete data, one just replaces the missing
data with zeros 共possibly gradually phasing off the existing
data closely to the missing data region to reduce the artifacts
caused by the missing data兲 and then applies the formula.
Although this is not an exact inversion, one can show using
microlocal analysis that it preserves all ‘‘visible’’ singularities 共a conclusion supported by the numerical and experimental evidences presented below兲. If one is interested in
singularities only 共e.g., interfaces between different types of
tissue兲, then one can drop the integral term p 2 (r , 兩 r
⫺r兩 / v s ) in the last formula, since it corresponds to a pseudodifferential operator of a smaller order.
Let us also provide a local tomography formula for the
2-D TAT. In order to do this we replace the Hilbert transform
by an additional time derivative. This then leads to the local
tomography reconstruction:
⌳  共 r兲 ⫽

C

␤ I 0 v s2

冖

ds

冉

n• 共 r⫺r 兲  p 1
„r , 兩 r ⫺r兩 / v s …
兩 r⫺r 兩 2
t  

冊

⫻ 兩 r⫺r 兩 ⫹2 v s p 1 „r , 兩 r ⫺r兩 / v s … .

共6兲
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As before, if one wants to recover singularities only, the term
of a lower pseudo-differential order 2 v s p 1 in this formula
can be dropped.
One can apply a similar consideration to the 3-D TAT,
which leads to the approximate FBP formula:

 共 r兲 ⬇⫺
⫻

C
2  ␤ I 0 v s3

冉

冖

dS

n• 共 r⫺r 兲
兩 r⫺r 兩 2

冊

 p 1 共 r , 兩 r ⫺r兩 / v s 兲 2 p 1 共 r , 兩 r ⫺r兩 / v s 兲v s
.
⫹
t
兩 r ⫺r兩
共7兲

In the case of limited-angle detection, there is also the
following possibly useful correction if one is interested in
quantitative imaging. Here, we define a detection view  t
共solid angle ⍀ t for the 3-D case兲 at r, which is the 共solid兲
angle subtended by the detection curve 共surface兲 when
viewed from the reconstruction point r as shown in Fig. 4.
Because of the incompleteness of data, the integral in the
above equations runs over a portion of the detection curve
共surface兲 only. One might want to compensate for that by
multiplying the value of the reconstructed function at this
point by a factor 2  /  t (4  /⍀ t for the 3-D case兲. The factor
appears when the backprojection operator is considered approximately as an averaging over the available projection
curves passing through the reconstruction point r. It should
be noted that both  t and ⍀ t depend on r. The effectiveness
of this compensation is shown below by our numerical simulation results of TAT.
There are three useful features of Eq. 共5兲 and Eq. 共7兲. First
of all, they yield, as we intend to show in numerical simulations, acceptable quantitative results from limited-view data.
Second, their computation complexity is much less than that
for the iterative methods such as TCG, while they produce
images of comparable quality. Finally, if an iterative method
is necessary, our backprojection formula can serve as a good
initial guess. This is also observed in our numerical simulations.
Although the above backprojection formula is shown to
work well in numerical simulations, it is not exact. Nevertheless, one can show that it amounts to applying a pseudodifferential operator to the image  共this is true if the data is
gradually phased out near the areas of the missing data兲.
Pseudo-differential operators are known not to shift locations
of any singularities, including boundaries.19,28,30 This means
that although the backprojection formula might give imprecise values of , it will present the locations of the boundaries of all inclusions correctly.
Another reconstruction method is to apply an additional
differentiation with respect to time 共the radius兲 without applying a Hilbert transform, as shown in Eq. 共6兲. This leads to
a local tomography type formula.25,28 The result of the procedure also produces an expression of the form ⌳, where ⌳
is a pseudo-differential operator defined in Eq. 共6兲. In this
case, however, the operator has a positive order, which
means that all the ‘‘visible’’ interfaces and other sharp details
not only have correct locations, but also are emphasized.
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 4, April 2004
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This effect is well known in image processing, where for
instance the Laplace operator is sometimes used to emphasize the edges. One can also notice that our experimental
data, due to the shape of the transducer’s impulse response
function and electromagnetic pulse shape, already carry a
filtration that makes the reconstruction similar to the local
one. Then, unless an appropriate deconvolution is applied to
the data during pre-processing, the interfaces are accentuated
in the reconstruction. The reader will notice this in our actual
reconstructions from experimental data.
D. Numerical implementation

In the case of incomplete data discussed above, we complete it by concatenating with zeros 共sometimes gradually
smoothing the data to zero at the boundary in order to reduce
the artifacts in the reconstruction兲. The FBP algorithm described above is first applied to the limited view data. Since
the inversion formula we use is not exact even for complete
data, we improve it by employing an iterative algebraic
method for solving the discretized version of Eq. 共2兲, starting
with the FBP reconstruction as the initial guess. We adopt as
such the TCG method for finding the least-squares solution
of the discretized version of the problem. No preconditioner
is used. We also employ local tomography procedure described above. We expect in all these methods to see the
reconstructions that agree with the theoretical predictions
stated in the previous section, i.e., sharp ‘‘visible’’ details
with the ‘‘invisible’’ parts blurred.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our results consist of three parts: 共1兲 inversion of simulated circular radon transform data to show the theoretical
predictions about the ‘‘visible’’ and ‘‘invisible’’ boundaries,
共2兲 reconstructions from simulated TAT data to test our reconstruction algorithms quantitatively, and 共3兲 images based
on experimental data collected from a physical phantom.
A. Numerical results for the limited-view circular
radon transform

Figure 5 shows the inversion of the circular radon transform for different detection configurations and phantoms
共shown in the first column from the left兲 to demonstrate our
discussions on the ‘‘visible’’ and ‘‘invisible’’ boundaries. In
the second column from the left, the detection curve is
shown as the solid part of the outer circle, the ‘‘detection
region’’ is shaded, and the ‘‘visible’’ 共solid兲 and ‘‘invisible’’
共dashed兲 boundaries of the objects predicted by theory are
shown. The inclusion represents the object to be imaged. The
third and fourth columns from the left show the FBP reconstructions and the local tomography reconstructions, respectively. Notice the good agreement between the three columns
on the right concerning reconstructions of the ‘‘visible’’ and
‘‘invisible’’ parts of the boundaries.
Figure 5共1a–1d兲 shows the results for a phantom containing a square inclusion. The data are collected from detectors
located on the upper half-circle. Exactly the parts of the
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FIG. 6. A diagram of inclusions in TAT 共used in Fig. 7兲. The value of the
image  (r) is set to be 0.5 in the largest square and unity within other sharp
inclusions and zero elsewhere. Inside the ‘‘soft’’ circular inclusion, this
value drops linearly with the radius from unity at the center to zero at the
interface.

FIG. 5. 共1a兲 A square phantom inside a circular detection curve in a circular
radon transform. 共1b兲 The diagram showing the detection curve 共solid part
of the outer circle兲, the ‘‘visible’’ 共solid兲 and ‘‘invisible’’ 共dashed兲 boundaries of the object predicted by theory, and the ‘‘detection region’’ 共shaded兲.
共1c兲 FBP reconstruction. 共1d兲 Local tomography reconstruction, where the
boundary is emphasized. 共2a-2d兲 A disk phantom outside the ‘‘detection
region.’’ 共3a-3d兲 A disk phantom inside the ‘‘detection region.’’ 共4a-4d兲 An
off-center disk phantom and a detection curve consisting of three arcs. 共5a5d兲 A centered disk phantom and a detection curve consisting of three arcs.

boundary of the square predicted in this paper 关see the dotted
lines in Fig. 5共1b兲兴 become blurred in Fig. 5共1c兲 and Fig.
5共1d兲.
Figure 5共2a–2d兲 and Fig. 5共3a–3d兲 show the reconstructions of circular inclusions from the data collected by the
detector located along the upper half-circle. In Fig. 5共2a–2d兲,
the phantom is completely outside the ‘‘detection region,’’
which leads to blurring of its right and left boundaries in
accordance with the theory. In Fig. 5共3a–3d兲, however, the
boundaries of the disk are recovered sharply, since the inclusion is in the ‘‘detection region.’’ Notice here some deterioration of the image near the detector circle. This can be attributed to the fact that near the detector circle, linear, and
circular radon transform become noticeably different, and so
the quality of our approximate formulas diminishes. This
problem can be dealt with in two ways: one can make sure
that the detectors do not approach the imaged objects too
closely 共this will be enforced in our further numerical simulations and experiments兲, or to improve the reconstruction
quality by post-processing with an iterative algebraic reconstruction method.
Other limited-view reconstructions from the circular radon data are shown in Fig. 5共4a– 4d兲 and Fig. 5共5a–5d兲,
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where there are three arcs of detection, 60 degrees each, with
60 degrees intervals between them. An off-center and a centered circular inclusion are reconstructed in Fig. 5共4a– 4d兲
and Fig. 5共5a–5d兲, respectively. The results agree well with
the theory: some parts of the boundary of the off-center disk
are blurred; namely, those where the normals do not pass
through any detector positions. However, the in-center disk
is reconstructed sharply, in spite of the fact that it does not fit
into the ‘‘detection region.’’ The reason is that in this case
every normal to the boundary of the inclusion passes through
a detector.
B. Reconstruction from simulated limited-view
TAT data

A numerical phantom that contains four sharp and one
soft inclusions is shown in Fig. 6. Among the sharp ones we
have one large and two small squares and one disk. The
object value, which represents the electromagnetic energy
deposition, is set to be 0.5 within the largest square and unity
within other sharp inclusions and zero elsewhere. Inside the
‘‘soft’’ circular inclusion, this value drops linearly with the
radius from unity at the center to zero at the interface in
order to simulate a gradual interface. The imaged field of 154
mm by 154 mm is mapped with a 128⫻128 mesh. The detection circle has a radius of 133 mm and is centered at the
center of the picture. We scan 200 steps in all the simulations. The gray scale and the scale bar of the images are
shown below the images in Fig. 7. The top row of reconstructions employs the local tomography formula that emphasizes the boundaries. The next one uses the FBP formula,
and the lowest one shows the improvements achieved by
running the algebraic reconstruction method 共TCG兲 starting
with the FBP as an initial guess.
The left column uses only the data collected from the /2
detection arc in the first quadrant. None of the phantom inclusions fits into the ‘‘detection region.’’ One can see that all
parts of the inclusion boundaries the normals to which do not
intersect the detector arc are blurred 共even in the local to-
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FIG. 7. Images reconstructed from simulated TAT data
corresponding to the phantom in Fig. 6. The three columns correspond from the left to the right to detection
angles of 90 degrees 共from 0° to 90°), 217 degrees
共from ⫺19° to 198° as shown by the angle  in Fig. 6兲,
and 360 degrees, respectively. The three rows correspond from top to bottom to the local tomographic reconstruction, FBP, and FBP with the consecutive TCG,
respectively. The values of 共minimum, maximum兲
of the gray scale for 共a兲–共i兲 are (⫺0.8081, 1.0000兲,
(⫺0.8302, 1.0000兲, (⫺0.7515, 1.0000兲, (⫺2.0745,
1.7899兲, (⫺0.6385, 1.0723兲, (⫺0.1030, 1.0349兲,
(⫺0.9284, 1.2859兲, (⫺0.0326, 1.0030兲, and
(⫺0.0149, 1.0021兲, respectively. The maxima of the
local reconstructions are normalized to unity.

mography reconstruction兲. Other parts of the boundaries are
sharp. This is in perfect agreement with our theoretical prediction. The soft inclusion is not significantly affected by the
artifacts.
The middle column employs the data collected from the
detector arc of approximately 217 degrees 共the angle  in
Fig. 6兲, whose chord coincides with the bottom side of the
large square inclusion. In this case all inclusions are in the
‘‘detection region,’’ and hence all the boundaries are reconstructed sharply. The third column represents the full data
reconstruction. Notice that the quality of the final reconstructions in the last two columns is the same.
Figures 8共a兲 and 8共b兲 show the reconstructed image 共r兲
along the dashed–dotted line in Fig. 6 using the FBP 关Figs.
7共d兲–7共f兲兴 and TCG reconstructions 关Figs. 7共g兲–7共i兲兴, respectively. The exact value is also shown for comparison. It
can be found in Fig. 8共a兲 that the results of FBP are in good
agreement with the real value for the case of 217-degree and
360-degree detection, where all objects are in the ‘‘detection
region.’’ Iteration improves the results further as shown in
Fig. 8共b兲. Even for the case of a 90-degree detection curve,
the profile of the objects is reconstructed. Comparing 共a兲 and
共b兲, one can find that the significant overshoot and undershoot in FBP can be considerably reduced by TCG iterations
共we remind the reader that FBP is only an approximation
rather than the implementation of an exact formula兲.
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 4, April 2004

C. Dependence of reconstruction on scanned
angular range

Figure 9 shows the relative error of each reconstruction as
a function of the scanned angular range with respect to the
center of the scan. We study the mean reconstruction values
in the hard sphere, the central square, and the background.
The errors of reconstruction are normalized to the corresponding real values in the cases of the hard sphere and the
central square and to the real value of the hard sphere in the

FIG. 8. 共a兲 The graphs of FBP reconstructions shown in Figs. 7共d兲–7共f兲 and
the corresponding exact value along the dashed–dotted line in Fig. 6. 共b兲
The graphs corresponding to TCG reconstructions, Figs. 7共d兲–7共f兲, along
the same line as in 共a兲.
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FIG. 9. The dependence of the relative errors of the mean values in the hard
sphere 共circle markers兲, the central square 共square markers兲, and the background 共asterisks兲 on the scanned angular range.

case of the background 共because its real value is zero兲. When
the scanned angular range is less than , the errors decrease
sharply with the increasing scanned angular range. On the
other hand, when the scanned angular range is larger than ,
the errors change much more slowly as the scanned angular
range increases. The results agree with our theoretical conclusions. However, there are some fluctuations added to the
trends of the curves. By comparing the three curves in Fig. 9,
we find that these fluctuations depend strongly on the location of the object with respect to the detection curve. A more
extensive study is needed to understand these fluctuations.
There are some residual errors even in the full-view detection in Fig. 9. This is because we use an approximate backprojection algorithm, which is widely employed in experiments due to its better computation efficiency and stability
when compared to the more accurate iteration algorithms.
D. Experimental results

The experimental setup is described in our previous paper
and will not be repeated here.6 The sample and the polar
coordinate system describing the scanning orbit are shown in
Fig. 10共a兲. The sample consists of a muscle cylinder of 4 mm
in diameter and 5 mm in length embedded in a chunk of pork
fat of 1.2 cm in radius r f . There is a 10-mm fat layer below
the muscle and another 7-mm one above it. An electromagnetic pulse is delivered to the sample from below 共i.e., from
behind the picture plane兲. With a scanning radius of r d
⫽7.1 cm, thermoacoustic data are collected around the
sample over a 2 angular span with 161 steps. As it is mentioned above, the electromagnetic pulse profile and the impulse response function of the ultrasonic transducer impose a
filter on the thermoacoustic signals. We attempted to correct
this effect using deconvolution but found that the resulted
images were distorted, due to the lack of precise knowledge
of the filter. Therefore, we do not use deconvolution in the
reconstruction. This leads, as is explained above, to somewhat emphasized interfaces.
Figures 10共b兲–10共d兲 show the reconstructed images using
FBP with three sets of data. In the first of them, we choose
the data collected along a circular detector arc of 92 degrees
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 4, April 2004

FIG. 10. 共a兲 A photograph of the experimental sample. 共b兲–共d兲 TAT reconstructions using detection arcs of 92 degrees 关from 50° to 142° in 共a兲兴, 202
degrees 共from ⫺18° to 184°), and 360 degrees, respectively. The blurred
parts of the boundaries in 共b兲 due to the limited view agree with the theoretical predictions. In 共c兲 all the boundaries are resolved, since the object fits
into the ‘‘detection region.’’

located at the top of the picture and almost symmetric with
respect to its vertical axes. One sees that the left and right
boundaries of the muscle cylinder and of the pork chunk are
blurred away, since their normal lines do not touch the detector arc, while the rest of the boundary is sharp. The next
figure shows reconstruction obtained with the data collected
from a 202-degree arc 关which is about 180⫹2 * a sin(r f /rd)
obtained in the same way as  in Fig. 6兴, when the whole
phantom fits into the detection region. All boundaries are
sharp now. Finally, the last figure shows the reconstruction
with the full-view data.
Notice that although no local reconstruction algorithms
are applied, the boundaries are somewhat emphasized. The
reason for this is the presence in the data of the impulse
response function of the ultrasonic transducer, which has an
effect similar to the application of an additional derivative
with respect to the radius of the circle of integration. The
presence of such a derivative emphasizes high frequencies
and makes the reconstruction similar to a version of a local
tomography algorithm.
E. Discussion

As mentioned above, although circular scanning is used in
both our numerical and experimental studies, our conclusions can be applied to other configurations as well. In TAT
with a planar configuration,18,31–33 detections are implemented on a part of a line or a plane where the scanning view
is quite limited; consequently, artifacts and interface blurring
appear in the reconstructed images. In fact, in planar and
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linear scanning geometries one can never have an object immersed entirely into the ‘‘detection region’’ because the normal lines to any interfaces that are orthogonal to the detector
plane 共line兲 never pass through a detector. As a consequence,
those parts of the interfaces will be blurred in any kind of
reconstruction. For a sufficiently large view, these parts will
be small, but theoretically will never disappear. For example,
2-D planar detection is utilized to image artificial blood
vessels;18 the scanning view is about 2.18 steradians. Therefore, it is not surprising that only the interfaces more-or-less
parallel to the plane of detection are well imaged. Linear
scanning detection is used to image a 2-D phantom.32 Because the view of the linear scsanning32 is much larger than
that of planar scanning,18 the interfaces are recovered much
more completely. However, due to a limited view, artifacts
and interface blurring similar to those demonstrated in our
numerical and experimental studies still appear in the
images.32
By comparing Figs. 7 and 10, we observe that the quality
of images reconstructed from incomplete data when an object is in the detection region, is comparable with those from
the full-view data. Scanning a smaller range has the advantages of reducing the scanning time or the size of the acoustic transducer array. It should be pointed out that this advantage usually exists in the case when both the sample and
medium are relatively acoustically homogeneous. When
strong wavefront distortion caused by acoustic heterogeneities occurs, it might be beneficial to collect the signal from
all directions.

We define p 2 (r,t)⫽ v s 兰 t0 p 1 (r,t)dt. Then we have
4  Ct p 2 共 r,t 兲
⫽R .
␤ I 0v s
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF EQ. „5…:
Equation 共2兲 can be rewritten as
p 1 共 r,t 兲 ⫽
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where H is the Hilbert transform. Although the circular radon transform is different, one can write down an approximate inversion formula modeled after Eq. 共A4兲. By combining an analog of Eq. 共A4兲 with Eq. 共A2兲, one obtains an
approximate formula,
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␤ I 0 v s2

冕

2

0

d  H„p 1 共 r , 兩 r ⫺r兩 / v s 兲 兩 r ⫺r兩

⫹ p 2 共 r , 兩 r ⫺r兩 兲 …,

共A5兲

where  is defined as in Fig. 4. According to Fig. 4, we have
the relation

IV. CONCLUSIONS
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共A2兲

If the detector is not very close to the objects, we can approximate the circular radon transform by the standard radon
transform. The forward and inverse formulas for the standard
radon transform are15

d  ⫽ds

It is explained theoretically what parts of the image can be
stably recovered in the limited-view TAT. Analytic and algebraic reconstruction methods are developed and applied to
numerical phantoms and experimental data. Both numerical
and experimental results agree perfectly with the theoretical
conclusions. The results can be applied practically to quantitative reconstructions with incomplete data, as well as to
designing efficient scanning geometries in TAT and interpreting the obtained images.
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n• 共 r⫺r 兲
,
兩 r⫺r 兩 2

共A6兲

where n is the inward normal to the detection curve at r and
ds is the arc length differential of the detection curve. After
substituting this identity into Eq. 共A5兲 we obtain Eq. 共5兲.
Equation 共7兲 can be derived in a similar way.
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